Temporary Part-time Pastor at First Presbyterian Church, Waxhaw

First Presbyterian Church of Waxhaw seeks a Temporary Part-time Pastor, who is by nature a change catalyst and innovator, to guide and disciple a small but faithful Christlike congregation on the cusp of growth. The candidate must be visibly energized by an unmistakable and urgent call to act on the Great Commission. Capable of initiating an effective outreach strategy for a diverse, rapidly emerging, millennial and cross-cultural community. Expresses sound and sobering theology that dynamically and consistently balances the evolving desires of youth and the acute spiritual concerns of the aging. Anxious to strengthen the church’s basic framework for Missiological outcomes in the surrounding community. Possess resourceful financial experience. Willing to assist members of the Congregation in identifying, activating or reviving and sustaining their spiritual gifts and talents. Evidences dexterity in achieving the church’s objectives through multiple channels. Theologically navigating varied sentiments in and outside the church. Functions with integrity and authenticity in all personal interactions. Interested in vigorously nurturing the church’s youth ministry. Able to foster genuine unity and instill greater confidence amongst the congregation regarding the future of the church, as well as assisting in adjusting their expectations of change and the realities of pastoral leadership in the global environment.

Contract Duration: One (1) year contract Anticipated Start Date: Open
20 hrs. weekly Salary: Negotiable

Primary Job Responsibilities Include, but are not limited to:

- Leading Worship Services with inspired Sermons and related music
- Administering the Sacrament and officiating, as needed
- Promoting Youth ministry by providing spiritually focused Messages on quarterly basis
- Act as Moderator of Session and Congregational Meetings
- Performing compassionate and focused pastoral care for the Congregation
- Guiding and monitoring the duties of the Officers of the church
- Assists in engaging “Active Roll” but non-attending members
- Participating in annual Officer training

Interested Candidates Are Asked to Send Their Resume and References To:
Pastor Search Committee OR First Presbyterian Church
c/o Betty Vinson P.O. Box 175
bvinson4@carolina.rr.com Waxhaw, NC 28173